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ABSTRACT

Steve Renal9

reports on the perfommce of the ABBOTsystem on various AFWA
CSR developmentand evaluation tasks.

ABBOT is the hybrid connectionist-hidden Markov model large-

vocabulary speech recognition systemdeveloped at Cambridge University. In this system, a recurrent network maps each acousticvector io an estimate of the posterior probabilities of the phone classes,
which are used as observation probabilities within an HMM. This
paper describes the system which participated in the November
1995 ARPA Hub-3Multiple Unknown Microphones (MUM) evaluation of continuous speech recognition systems, under the guise of
the CU-CON system. The emphasis of the paper is on the changes
made to the 1994 ABBOT system, specifically to accomodate the
H3 task. This includes improved acoustic modelling using limited
word-intemal context-dependentmodels,training on the Wall Street
Joumal Secondary channel database, and using the linear input network for speaker and environmental adaptation. Experimental results are reported lor various test and development sets from the
November 1994 and 1995 ARPA benchmark tests.

2. ACOUSTIC MODEL
This section describes the acoustic modelling process used in the
ABBOT system. This includes a brief description of the frontend, structure of the observation model (i.e.. the recumnt network),
and the training process used for estimating the parameters of the
connectionist component. It also describes the phonetic contextdependent modelling which augments the srandard recurent network model.

2.1. Acoustic Feature Representation
Two sets of acoustic feaaues have been used in the past by the ABBOT system: MEL+, a 20 channel mel-scaled filter bank with three
voicing features [IO], and PLP, 12th order cepsml coefficients derived using perceptual linear prediction and log energy [3].

1. INTRODUCTION
The hybrid connectionist-hidden Markov model approach uses an
underlying hidden M d o v process to model the timevarying nature of the speech signal and a connectionist system to estimate tbe
observation likelihoods within the hidden Markov model (HMM)
framework [I]. ABBOT iS a l~e-vocabularyS p h rrcognition
system based on the hybrid approach and utilizes a rrcumnt network for acoustic modelling. The major advantageof this approach
is that the recumnt network is compact and able to capture temporal
acoustic context. Consequently, the basic ABBOTsystem is able to
achieve very good perfonnance using only 54 context-independent
phone models.
The ABBOT system participated in the 1994 W A COIItinUOUS
speech recognition (CSR) evaluations [8]. This papa repons recent improvements in the ABBOT system and the extra necessary
features included for the multiple unknown microphones (MUM)
evaluation. The acoustic modelling used for the 1995 evaluations is
presented in the following section. This section desaibcs training
a new set of models on the secondary channel Wall Street Joumal
SI84 Corpus, and improved acoustic modelling using word-intemal
conwct-dependentphones. Section 3 describes the linear input network (LIN)technique for speaker and channeladaptation. Section 4
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e 1: A comparison of the pcrfoxmance of MEL+
and PLP (in grey) RNN models, for speakers 700 and

(in black)
703. The
S N R figures above each bar are provided by the NIST "wavemd"

tool.

This year the MEL+ npnsentation has been dropped due to its poor
channelrobustness as demonstratedin Figure 1, where performance
degrades by 24% when compared with PLP. Also to inmase the
robustness of the system to environmental conditions, the statistics
of each feature channel were normalized to zero mean with unit
variance over each utterance. Note that the 1995 ABBOTsystem
was trained solely on the SI84 corpus.

an MLP)of the recumnt network, since it is assumed that the state
vector contains all the relevant contextual information necessary to
discriminate between diffmnt context classes of the same monophone [4].

2.2. Recurrent Network Structure
The basic acoustic modelling system is described in [l 11. For each
input frame, an acoustic vector, U( t),is presented at the input to the
network. Wlthin the recurrent smcture, the state vector provides
the mechanism for modelling of past context and the dynamics of
the acoustic signal. The output vector npresents an estimate of the
postnior probability of each of the phone classes given the acoustic input and the model parameters. The output is delayed by four
frames to account for future acoustic context.
The training approach is based on Viterbi training. Each frame of
training data is assigneda phone label based on an utterance orthography and the current model. The recurrent network is then trained
using the back-propagation-through-time algorithm [l 11 to map
the input acoustic vector squenceto the phone label sequence. The
labels are then reassigned and the process iterates. Initial alignments for the ABBOT system were derived from a nCumnt network
trained on the TIMlT database.
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23. Secondary Channel Microphone
New recumnt network models were trained on the secondarychannel microphone data available on the Wall Street Joumal training corpus. The conditions of this training set an mon closely
matched to those of the multiple unknown microphones than the
clean speech. For decoding, two sets of models arc used, if the
signal-to-noise ratio, as calculated by the MST "wave"' tool is
above a cmain threshold (as determined by the model's performance on a developmentset), then the clean models are used. 0therwise the secondary channel models are used. On an H3 development set, with a random selection of a "secondary microphone" for
each speaker, using secondary channel models, as opposed to clean
models,resulted in a reduction in word aror rate of 27.4%.

2.4. Context-DependentModelling
By using the definition of conditional probability, the factoxisation
of Conditional contextclass probabilities is used to implement phonetic contextdepmdency in the acoustic model [I I. The joint posterior probability of context class j and phone class i is given by,
y i j ( t ) = yi(t)yjli(t),

(1)

where yi(t) is estimated by the recumnt network. Single-layer networks or "modules" arc used to estimate the conditional contextclass postexior,
Yjli(t) H

Pr(cj(t) Ix(t+4), gi(t))l

(2)

w h m cj(t) is the context class for phone class qi(t). ?he input
to each module is the internal state (similar to the hidden layer of

Figure 2 The phonetic contextdependentrecurrent neural network
modular system.

Figure 2 showsthe contextdependentsystemin operation. The outputs on the right hand side of this figure arc the context-dcpcndcnt
posterior probabilities as estimated by Equation 1.
Viterbi segmentationis used to align the training data. Each context
network is trained on a non-overlapping subset of the state vectors
generated from all the Viterbi aligned training data The context
networks arc trained using a gradient-based procedure. The context
classes for each context module an detexminedby using a decision
tm based approach. This allows for sufficient statisticsfor training
and keeps the system compact (allowing fast context training). The
decision ttees an also used to relabel the pronunciation lexicon.

3. THELINEARmuTNETwoRK
The linear input network (LIN) has been successfully applied to
connectionist-HMMhybrid systems for both supervised [6] and unsupervised [7] speaker adaptation. A linear mapping is created to
transform the acoustic vector. During recognition, this pansformed
vector is fed as input into the speaker-independentRNN, as in Figun 3.
A gradient decent technique is used to train the LIN for a new
speaker. The input is propagated forward (through the LIN and
RNN) to the output layer of the RNN. At this point the e m r is
back-propagated through the RNN, to provide gradient infomation
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input, w h e n the transformation is likely to be responsible for translating the acoustic channel response of the Shure microphone back
towards that of the Sennheiser. The diffmnce in the energy channel
is probably due to the microphone position and background noise.

This section reports decoding results for the ARPA 1995 H3 multiple unknown microphones T&. Decoding is performed by the
ABBOTdecoder, NOWAY [9], which uses a modified stack decoding algorithm, with a pruning strategy that is well matched to the
hybrid connectionist-HMM approach. The various tests and their
conditionsare denoted as follows:Figure 3: The linear input network "bolts on" to the rtcumnt network, performing a linear aansfomtion of the acoustic feature
space.

H3:PO-DT A MUM development test set comprising 20 speakers
and 7 different secondary microphones. The 1994 20k mgram
language model was used. There was no adaptation.

to the linear input layer. Only the LIN's p a r a " are updated; the
RNN's are kept frozen.

H3:CO-DT The development contrast test set Conditions are the
same as H3:PO-DT, but with the Sennheisermicrophone.The
standard 6Ok mgram was usedhere. T h m was no adaptation.

For the MUM evaluations, unsupervised block adaptation is performed over each speaker session i.e. a Wterbi alignment using
the current model is carried out on decoded utterancehypotheses of
a session, to label the acoustic frames. The LIN is now trained in a
supervised fashion. Decodingis then performed with the "adapted"
recurrent network. This process is iterated until there is little or no
change in the session hypotheses from one adaptation pass to the
next [SI.

-

H3:PO The 1995 H3 MUM unlimited Vocabulary test The standard 60k mgram language model was used, along with unsupmised block adaptation.

H3:CO The 1995 H3 unlimited vocabulary c o n w t Conditionsare
the same as H3:PO, but with the Sennheisermicrophone.
H3:ClA The 1995 H3 MUM unlimited vocabulary conmast No
adaptation is allowed, and standard 6Ok mgram must be used.

H3:ClB The 1995 H3 MUM unlimited vocabulary Sennheisermicrophone contrast No adaptation is allowed, and standard 6Ok
mgram must be used.
The 1995 ABBOTsystem used the 60,OOO word vocabulary and
standard trigrarn generated by CMU fhroughout the evaluation. The
pronunciation lexicon was derived primarily from a lexicon sup
plied by LIMSI-CNRS and expanded to cover the 6O,OOO word YOcabulary [SI.
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Figure 4 Comparison of the leading diagonal of the LIN's weight
matrix for clean and secon- channel conditions.
The transfOrmation matrix (bias weights excluded) tends to be close
to an identity matrix,as might be expected. Figure 4 shows the diagonal elements of a LIN adapting a "clean" RNN to a new speaker
(7lj) using the Sennheiser microphone compand with those of a
LIN adapting the same RNN to the sarne speaker. but with a Shure
microphone. For the leading diagonal, the first six cepstra transforms are similar (apart f"channel 3). indicating that these could
be responsible for a "general piaure of the speech signal"; the
other higher order cepsua transforms are quite marlredly differentClearly the LIN is trying to adapt to a different acoustic channel
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Context-DependentResults

Table 1 shows a comparison of the standard ABBOT system and the
ABBOT system With the limited contextdependent WOrd-h&md
phone modelling as discussed in section 25. Results are reported
for various other tasks in [4]. Note, t h m are only 527 contextdependent phones. As can be seen, the contextdependentphone
modelling attains a consistent reduction in word error rate.

Test Set

U

CD

H3:PO-DT 24.6 21.9
H3CO-DT 14.4 123

I H3:ClB

I

153

I 13.6 I

Red==
11.0
14.6
11.1

I

Table 1: Performance of the conturt-dependentsystemon the 1995
ARPA tasks c o m p d with the baseline RNN
Results for
H3:ClB arc not run with the official CU-CON evaluation system.

(a.

43.

The 1995 H3 MUM Results

The results shown in this section make full use of all the techniques described in previous sections: mining on matched conditions,contextdependent modelling and adaptation using the lincar
input network. Table 2 shows the reduction in error for each iteration of unsupervisedLIN adaptation, on both the H3:PO (MUM) and
H3:CO (SeMheiser microphone only) tasks. For the PO condition
the mor rate is reduced by 18.2% after 3 iterations of adaptation.
For the CO condition the error rate is reduced by 10.7%.
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